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Abstract
This paper shows how computer-assisted text analysis can greatly aid the field of Manas Studies. Though general patterns can be noted through traditional means of analysis, quantifying textual variants sidesteps the use of vague general impressions by providing statistical data that can permit more specific and nuanced insights. In addition to illuminating individual performances and performers via comparison, this method can further research into the topic including attribution, and measuring the impact of variables. The paper then proposes possible research into specific elements to deal with an ever-growing corpus, and stresses the potential findings and fresh perspectives from using large-scale computer-assisted corpus analysis.
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Manas Anlatılarının Bilgisayar Destekli Analizi: Gösteriler ve Yol Tarifleri

Öz
Bu makale, bilgisayar destekli metin analizinin Manas Çalışmalar alanına nasıl çok büyük bir katkıda bulunabileceğini göstermektedir. Her ne kadar genel örüntüler ve kalıplar geleneksel analiz araçlarıyla çalışabilse de, metinsel varyantların nicelendirilmesi daha özgün ve detaylı kavrayışları mümkün kilometre istatistiksel veriler sağlayarak mühem genel kanaatlerin ötesine geçmişimizi sağlar. Bu yöntem, bireysel iceriklere ve içeriklere karşılaştırılabılır bir şekilde iş seçerek, ilişkilerin ve değişkenlerin etkisinin ölçülemesi de dahi olmak üzere konuyu ilgili daha fazla araştırmaya için bir zemin sunabilir. Kısaca bu makale, sürekli büyüyen bir literatürle başa çıkmak üzere belirli unsurlar üzerine olanları araçtırılardır önemli ve büyük ölçüde bilgisayar destekli literatür analizinden elde edilebilecek potansiyel bulguları ve yeni başa açlarını vurgulamaktadır.
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Introduction

This research paper shows how computer-assisted analysis of Manas narratives can aid scholarly appreciation and understanding of the tradition. In addition to the unmeasurable number of oral performances that went, and continue to go, unrecorded, these Kyrgyz-language texts exist in a sizable number of variants, numerous amounts of media, and even in a large number of scripts (Arabic, Cyrillic, Latin, and Chinese). It would be an understatement to say that the stemma of the tradition is complex. With the aid of computer-assisted analysis, the breadth and depth of this material can be re-examined, categorised, and assessed.

To give a sense of the variety of the material, a brief outline follows. In this work, the word ‘performer’ refers to someone who constructs a text in performance or authors a narrative. The corpus includes versions transcribed by foreign scholars from oral performance in the mid-nineteenth to early twentieth century (Radloff, 1885; Almasy, 1911-1912; Hatto, 1977; 1990; Botoyarov, 1996), variants copied by local Kyrgyz literati near the turn of the twentieth century (Prior, 2002; Öztürk, 2015), recorded on early sound cylinders (Prior, 2006), manuscripts written by Soviet scholars and manaschis – performers of Manas narratives – themselves (Musaev, 1995; National Academy of Sciences, 2016; Plumtree, 2021a), chapbooks containing select narratives (Sarybekov, 1994; Heide, 2015), a compilation of multiple versions into a ‘harmonized’ complete narrative (Yunusaliev, 1958-1960), entire narratives by individual manaschis (Orozbakov, 1978-1982; Karalaev, 1984-1991; Mamay, 1984-1994), oral performances in post-Independence Kyrgyzstan (Reichl, 2016; AKYN, 2018), to publications prepared by the manaschis themselves (Bakchiev, 2011; 2012). Material also exists from surviving traditions in the Kyrgyz diaspora in the Pamirs (Dor, 1982) and in Xinjiang (Reichl, 2019; Jacquesson, 2020). Choosing what to study shapes the conclusions: in addition to individual texts and eras, one could also study individual performers (Jumaturdu, 2016) or ‘schools’ (Kydyrbaeva, 1984; Reichl, 1992). Atop these issues, there is the issue of size: a ‘complete’ version of the life of Manas by Orozbakov totalled 180,378 lines; a life of Manas and his descendents by Karalaev amounted to 500,566 lines; a recently discovered version by Jüsüp Mamay is reputedly around 570,000 lines (Musaev, 1995; Liu, 2014; Jumaturdu, 2016). Careful assessment of even just one of these versions would constitute an enormous amount of labour; attempting a comparison would be even greater; determining whether the variant was the best, or the norm, would be speculative.

The substantial amount of material collected over a notable time period is of great significance, but such a wealth and variety makes it difficult to assess. Selections of the corpus can illuminate both aspects of Kyrgyz history and culture – such as the early formation of Kyrgyz national identity (Prior, 2002; Duishembieva, 2015) and the impact of external elements on Kyrgyz attitudes to their traditions (Plumtree, 2021a) – and subjects like orality, textualization, and epic. The sheer abundance has led to excessive generalization (and frequently incorrect hyperbole and misunderstanding) about the tradition. To help picture the issue, imagine an immense juk (жук), the pile of fabrics (blankets, quilts, pillows, and such), in a yurt. Each time you see the juk, the pile gets larger. If a visitor wanted to see a quilt or blanket, you would happily either take the one off the top (the most recent), or the most treasured (the one said to be the best). Now the visitor can see the immense wealth due to the ever-increasing number of textiles, but if he or she was to ask whether each blanket or quilt was the same size, design, or had the same stitch-pattern, you would balk at the effort required to examine each work. Moreso, the ever-increasing collection would make it difficult for you to even observe each work and make a close assessment. The contents of the juk are parallel to the ever-increasing number of Manas variants: how can one speak of a tradition, or what is typical, when only a handful of known variants are examined? (And here it must be stressed the focus is on the recorded and/or published variants that are an anomaly in the tradition.) Though the most recent or the most treasured is briefly pleasing, and the size of the ever-increasing number of items impressive, how do the two relate? This is additionally problematic with Manas narratives given the changing attitudes, appreciation, and even sense of what is a Manas ‘text’ given the seismic social, political, and cultural changes to which the tradition has been subject (Prior, 2000; Plumtree, 2021a). To further the juk comparison: the type of quilts that are available to you to add to the pile are likely different to those that were available to your grandmother. Your taste in quilt design might also differ from your grandmother, and your perception of what your grandmother’s taste in quilt design could similarly differ from what her taste actually was. As with the juk and the Manas variants, up close comparison consequently will say more about the viewer than about the selection and the collection. With each new variant, the ‘Ever-Increasing Juk’ becomes more difficult to comment upon.
The potential value of computer-assisted analysis was shown in a pilot Digital Humanities project at the Analyzing Kyrgyz Narratives (AKYN) Research Group based at the American University of Central Asia (AUCA). In 2017-2018, wishing to explore how technology can aid the study and conservation of Kyrgyz oral poetry concerned with the legendary hero Manas and his descendents, six recordings were made of two prominent contemporary manaschis. Three performances narrating the birth of the titular hero were recorded on separate occasions at AUCA from Talaantaaly Bakchiev (b. 1971), and, likewise, from Doolot Sydykov (b. 1983). These, respectively T₁, T₂, T₃, D₁, D₂, D₃, were later transcribed and are in the process of being made available online (AKYN, 2018). Preliminary investigations of this material wanted to determine whether analysis of these transcripts could confirm the Parry-Lord theory of oral-formulaic composition (Parry, 1971; Lord, 2003) was applicable for Kyrgyz epic poetry. This hypothesis was confirmed by the use of simple plagiarism-spotting programmes and software designed to recognize repetitions in texts. This revealed the composition methods of the two manaschis while highlighting the relationship between contemporary post-Soviet performers and printed variants of their Soviet predecessors (Plumtree, 2019; Plumtree & Jeenbekova, 2020). These preliminary studies not only indicated that computer-assisted analyses are possible, but also revealed the potential rewards of such enterprises.

This research article shows the applicability of another method of computer-assisted analysis, and discusses further potentially fruitful Digital Humanities projects that would promote, and provoke, fresh scholarly approaches in researching intangible cultural heritage and examining a living oral tradition. The method presented below is a practical demonstration incorporating two open-source applications, Voyant Tools and Python (using Jupyter Notebook). These programmes calculate word frequencies, vocabulary density, and type-token ratios – information can be visualised and used for comparative purpose, to prompt further questions, and to potentially attribute a text to an individual performer. Since AKYN had three recordings each from two manaschis, the question arose as to whether computer-assisted analysis of these texts could be used to stylometrically determine the ‘author’ of the variant. The positive result of this research establishes the potential of such methods. Consequently, the final section of this research paper suggests possible approaches to address the ‘Ever-Increasing Juk’ of Manas variants. By using computer-assisted analysis to examine specific details across the corpus, it becomes possible to map and manage the huge understudied and underappreciated corpus of Manas texts. These suggestions, which would previously be quick to dismiss as speculative and wishful, are becoming increasingly possible to realize with technology and reliable, digitalized, editions of the variants. The intention behind showing these methods is to promote, and provoke, fresh scholarly approaches in researching intangible cultural heritage and examining a living oral tradition.

**Method**

Watching Bakchiev and Sydykov perform, the question arose as to what extent these performances differed and how this could be shown. Though Bakchiev appeared more concise and more specific in his vocabulary, and Sydykov gave the impression of being expansive and using a larger vocabulary, such thoughts were merely speculative; a more exact means of comparison was necessary. Later, seeing the six transcriptions, the hypothetical question arose as to how one would in the future confirm which text was created by which manaschi. This likewise needed to be resolved without resorting to personal judgments or vague generalizations. A computational quantitative approach, which could efficiently provide information that would almost be impossible to obtain manually, was required. With audiovisual recordings made by Kamila Baimuratova in the AUCA recording studios, transcriptions could be later produced by Alymkan Jeenbekova (AKYN, 2018).

Such information can be obtained by using Voyant Tools (Rockwell, & Sinclair, 2016a; 2016b). This online text analysis resource calculates the number of unique words, the average number of words per sentence, and the vocabulary density. The latter is the type-token ratio (TTR): the ‘types’, the number of unique word forms, divided by the ‘token’, the total number of words. The lower the density, the less frequent are new words. For example, ‘To be or not to be’ has four types, six tokens, and therefore has a vocabulary density of 0.667; ‘To be or not to be that is the question’, has eight types, ten tokens, and therefore has a higher vocabulary density of 0.8. These statistics can then be used for comparative purposes. Two significant elements needed to be taken into consideration. Firstly, sentence length was of little use, since punctuation was provided by the transcriber and not the oral performer. Secondly, the length of the performances differed. To address this, a fixed sample size was chosen for comparative purposes: the first hundred lines (FHL) of each variant. This would help indicate whether not taking into account lengthly when comparing different sized texts could skewer the result.
Further analysis can be provided by using another piece of open-source software: a Python programme run via Jupyter Notebook. This builds upon the previous problem of text length by measuring the type-token ratio within selected fixed parameters (such as every 200 words), and plotting them onto a graph for visual comparison. Hypothetically, if the computer-analysis is capable of assisting ‘authorship’ of the six AKYN transcriptions, there should be two distinct groups on the graph: one of Bakchiev’s performances, the other Sydykov’s.

Findings

Use of Voyant Tools for the six AKYN transcriptions resulted in the statistical calculations presented in Table 1. The transcriptions of Bakchiev’s performances (\(T_1, T_2, T_3\)) are set aside those of Doolot Sydykov (\(D_1, D_2, D_3\)). (This table also corrects some of the data previously misprinted in (Plumtree, 2021b).)

Table 1. Comparison of Transcriptions of Performances by Talantaaly Bakchiev and Doolot Sydykov

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recording Length</th>
<th>Number of Lines</th>
<th>Total Words</th>
<th>Unique Word Forms</th>
<th>Vocab. Density</th>
<th>Average Words per Sentence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(T_1^*)</td>
<td>36 m 48 s</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>3,275</td>
<td>1,037</td>
<td>0.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_2)</td>
<td>35 m 59 s</td>
<td>1,016</td>
<td>3,315</td>
<td>1,143</td>
<td>0.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_3)</td>
<td>69 m 39 s</td>
<td>1,851</td>
<td>6,284</td>
<td>1,671</td>
<td>0.277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_1)</td>
<td>56 m 23 s</td>
<td>1,760</td>
<td>5,512</td>
<td>1,860</td>
<td>0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_2)</td>
<td>70 m 15 s</td>
<td>2,157</td>
<td>6,947</td>
<td>2,001</td>
<td>0.288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_3)</td>
<td>85 m 46 s</td>
<td>2,716</td>
<td>8,765</td>
<td>2,379</td>
<td>0.271</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* (numbers in brackets includes Bakchiev’s spoken introduction in the calculation)

These numbers appear to give weight to the speculative hypothesis mentioned earlier in the ‘Method’ section. Though Sydykov’s variants have the greater number of words and the highest number of unique forms, one of Bakchiev’s transcriptions (\(T_2\)) has the highest vocabulary density. Such results, it must be stressed (also mentioned in ‘Method’ above), are dependent on the length of the original text, and on the quality of the transcription. The far right column on the table above, ‘Average words per sentence’, makes this issue apparent: the statistic is not reflective of the oral performer (who, obviously, does not use punctuation in performance), but the consistency (or workload) of the transcriber. The information that Voyant Tools provides however can, with certain qualifications, allow for more concrete claims to be made about performances and performers.

The concern with Table 1 that, while they compare different versions of the same part of the Manas epos, each variant is of a different length, can be addressed as follows. The greater the length of a text, the more likely the vocabulary density will decrease. One way to accommodate this is to select a particular sample size. Comparing overall totals for texts with the results for the first hundred lines (FHL) of each variant, it becomes apparent that not taking into account length when comparing different sizes of text can skewer the result. As Table 2 shows, all of Sydykov’s variants (\(D_1, D_2, D_3\)) have a higher vocabulary density than Bakchiev’s variants (\(T_1, T_2, T_3\)).

Table 2. Comparison of Transcriptions of Talantaaly Bakchiev and Doolot Sydykov Including FHL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Lines</th>
<th>Total Words</th>
<th>Total Unique Word Forms</th>
<th>Total Vocab. Density</th>
<th>Words in FHL</th>
<th>Unique Words in FHL</th>
<th>Vocab. Density of FHL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(T_1^*)</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>3,275</td>
<td>1,037</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3,364)</td>
<td>(1,075)</td>
<td>(0.320)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_2)</td>
<td>1,016</td>
<td>3,315</td>
<td>1,143</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3,364)</td>
<td>(1,075)</td>
<td>(0.320)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_3)</td>
<td>1,854</td>
<td>6,248</td>
<td>1,671</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5,512)</td>
<td>(1,860)</td>
<td>(0.337)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_1)</td>
<td>1,760</td>
<td>5,512</td>
<td>1,860</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6,947)</td>
<td>(2,001)</td>
<td>(0.288)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_2)</td>
<td>2,157</td>
<td>6,947</td>
<td>2,001</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(8,765)</td>
<td>(2,379)</td>
<td>(0.271)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_3)</td>
<td>2,716</td>
<td>8,765</td>
<td>2,379</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* (note \(T_1\) excludes the spoken introduction in the calculation)
Another tool to clarify this preliminary finding is textual analysis done by Python via Jupyter Notebook. This measured the type-token ratio within selectable fixed parameters. The result is Figure 1. As the graph shows, when plotting the six texts in this manner, two distinct groupings are visible. Promisingly, these correspond with the performer. In addition to showing distinctions between the two performers, this chart could, in a hypothetical case, be used to identify the performer of one of these variants.

Figure 1. Type-Token Ratio Chart

This brief demonstration shows that computer-assisted textual analysis can be productively used on transcripts of oral poetry. Voyant Tools helps identify particular traits in a performance and a performer that, in turn, can be visually aided by Python. As this controlled experiment has shown, this method can potentially be used to identify the performer of a variant.

Discussion, Conclusion, and Recommendations

Before discussing and recommending potential Digital Humanities projects regarding the entire Manas corpus, a short comment is necessary regarding the potential uses of the method shown above. The process can be used for a variety of purposes, and on a larger scale. For instance, it can be used to compare prominent Soviet-era manaschis (Orozbakov, 1978-1982; Karalaev, 1984-1991) to determine their key characteristics. (Comparison of Soviet editions with recent editions, such as Orozbakov, 2010, could similarly reveal differences in editorial choices and, potentially, the context of the edition). In addition to calculating the vocabulary density of individual performers, comparisons using such data could also establish whether such features are shared between performers from the same background (birthplace, social class, education, literacy level), lineage (those who taught, or influenced, the performer), and context (the era in which the performer performs). It could also be used to attribute currently anonymous texts to an individual performer, determine which sections of amalgamated versions belong to which performer, and even, perhaps, assess the ability of the transcriber and method of the transcription.

To give a sense of the possible avenues for future research regarding historical variants, the following planned examples are provided. For orally-created texts, it would be possible to test the hypothesis (Hatto, 1990) that Wilhelm Radloff transcribed Manas material in 1862 from four different performers. For written texts, one could for instance check attributions of material to Musa Chaghatay uulu (Prior, 2013; 2019). It might also be possible to attribute sections of the ‘harmonized’ version (Yunusaliev, 1958-1960), created with the desire for a single overarching version for study, to specific performers (and revisers). One recent study (Plumtree, 2021b) compares the oral performances of a contemporary manaschi (AKYN, 2018) with those the performer prepared for publication (Bakchiev, 2011; 2012). Though such a study is statistical, such research will illuminate how the manaschi prepares the narrative for a different medium. Furthermore, tentative computerized comparison of post-performance transcriptions of contemporary performances and early sound recordings (AKYN, 2018; Prior, 2006) with those transcribed by Radloff (Hatto, 1990) indicated a significant difference in type-token ratio between texts transcribed during performance and those transcribed from recordings. This provokes the question whether it would be possible to investigate the impact of the transcribed upon the performance and, potentially, comparison of the abilities of the transcriber and the script of transcription – e. g. Valikhanov’s Arabic script transcription and Radloff’s adapted Cyrillic script (Hatto, 1977; 1990). Further study of these elements would add to understanding of the issue of textology (Hatto, 2000; Ready, 2015).

To give a sense of the possible avenues for future research regarding contemporary performance, attention can be directed towards the variance in the statistics of computer-calculated transcripts. Careful
control of variables within future recordings could reveal the impact of external elements on the text constructed in performance. Variables such as time constraints and audience interaction could potentially be measured. As study of popular performers might indicate which linguistic elements (if any) are appreciated by particular audiences, study of how a manaschi constructs his or her text in performance for audiences from different regions, different social classes, and in different contexts has the potential to reveal sociolinguistic aspects of presenting the epos.

Regarding the entire textual corpus and the juk question raised in the introduction, one potential approach is computational. A usable database of textual variants would allow the material to be examined in different ways, and not merely the stylistic features examined above. This does not reject the traditional means of textual scholarship, since with this approach, like the method demonstrated in the previous section, the more accurate the data the more precise the result. Rather, such research compliments the traditional methods. Digital Humanities opens up the possibility for ‘distant reading’, an established method of analysing a vast array of texts at a scale far greater than human concentration, effort, and time, can allow (Moretti, 2013; Underwood, 2017; 2019). Computer-assisted analysis of a greater range of materials than a mere selection has the potential for highlighting patterns and elements that have otherwise gone unnoticed either from lack of perspective, time, or difficulty. The work of the Stanford Literary Labs (Moretti, 2007; 2017) shows such projects are achievable. Such studies can assist small details such as cliché and its relationship to literary judgment (Cranenburgh, 2018). The ‘ever-increasing juk’, the corpus of Kyrgyz-language material relating to Manas, however would be undoubtedly unique in being one of the first non-Western languages to have such a corpus open to study, and its greater range of text available (oral, later-transcribed oral, written, printed, etc). Every known variant could be included. With contextual data (when available) provided – such as performer and his/her background, audience, date and place of performance, media in which the variant exists, main topic and narrative features – each user of the corpus was the potential to explore all the material or to narrow their focus to particular elements. Investigation could fruitfully reveal these characteristics and highlight their significance on the form and content of the narrative. Such studies, such as establishing periodization, would be of value both for Kyrgyz history, culture, and linguistics, and of comparative importance for understanding of orality, literacy, intangible heritage, and cultural memory.

Below are potential projects that can examine the detail to show the bigger picture. References indicate where the topic has been previously discussed, and scholars currently working on the material have been included.

- A lemmatical concordance of the entire corpus, created and sortable by machine, would be a resource that could be used to investigate the stability and flux of the Kyrgyz language, and examine an oral performance responding to writing and print.
- Plotting the episode of the narrative (e.g. ‘Birth of Manas’, ‘Great Campaign’) against the date of the performance would give an indication of the popularity of the episodes. This could establish the fashions (and focus) of each era, and subsequently assist with the periodization of Manas (Hatto, 1990; 1997; Prior 2002).
- Storytelling elements – speeches, flashbacks, dreams, and such – could be marked and measured to see how they correspond to the period and medium in which they were recorded. This could also reveal how some of the narratives diverged, developed, disappeared, or collated through time (Prior, 2002).
- Examining temporal features (such as use of the past tense, flashbacks, premonitions) may establish different conceptions of time. This focus may also help establish contemporary perceptions of when the events were said to take place, and how the audiences were meant to regard the narratives (e.g. didactic and practical entertainment, nostalgic and escapist, mythical story, narrative history) (Prior, 2002; Plumtree, 2021a).
- Tagging the names of the characters from the first version to the latest would allow us to determine whether the dramatis personae became fixed and at what moment, and see which eras (and which performers) focused on which. For instance, the greater number of narratives concerned with Manas’s son around the start of the twentieth century suggests a different attitude and context to epos when compared with the mid-Nineteenth century versions (Hatto, 1997; Prior, 2002). Graphing such details would similarly clarify the periodization of the storytelling tradition, and allow for greater understanding of external historical factors upon the epic.
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In a similar manner, the enemies of Manas could be charted, establishing audience attitudes towards the Kalmaks, the Chinese, and the Kazakhs (Kara, 2010). Such elements, incorporating the Manas materials since 1856, could be visually mapped to highlight, perhaps, contemporaneous concerns and disputes (and thus revealing a popular comment on historical relations). (A work concerned with ‘orus’ – Russians – is in preparation.)

Likewise, references to animals, both named and species, can be plotted. This may reflect a change in attitude to human-animal relations as audiences change from semi-nomadic to settled.

Locations in the epic can be mapped. An AUCA research project, led by Aijamal Sarybaeva and Daniyar Karabaev, is currently working with the Radloff and Orozbakov variants. Examination of this data will illustrate alterations of geographic perspectives among the performer and his or her audience. The realistic itineraries of the semi-nomadic mid-nineteenth century Kyrgyz, reflecting their mentalité (Hatto, 1992; Prior, 1998), appear to change into the more escapist and fanciful routes of the turn of the century as a result of increased settlement and a decline in nomadism (Prior, 2002; 2009), then more ideological geographies that attempt to mimic the past in the early Soviet period (Plumtree, 2021a). The noted relationship between post-Independence ‘sacred’ geography and current political boundaries (Artman, 2016) may also be present in contemporary performances of Manas narratives. In addition to charting the expanding horizons of the world and the relationship between the real and the mythical, a larger corpus analysis would also assist identification of anomalies of individual performances (or performers) (Hatto, 1997).

Searching for specific words could show their popularity and usage. In addition to revealing fashions, this could be applied to specific terminology. Religious phrases, and words of foreign origin (e.g. Persian, Arabic, Russian – for starting work on this see (Abdyrahmanov et al, 2018)), could be charted to see the importance of these elements for audiences, and measure their influence. Such a study could also, potentially, be used to analyse the impact of colonialism and trade, and the degree these influences impacted upon language.

Stylistic and functional features like word patterns and epithets could be traced from variant to variant (Hatto, 1989; 1990), or even n-grams. This could establish which performer was familiar with which predecessor or contemporary. A stemma of the story could therefore be produced. This could also be plotted geographically, to see the route of such narratives, and to measure if and how the lineage and ‘schools’ of the oral period were disrupted by the availability of printed variants. (Alymkan Jeenbekova is currently working on dynasties and schools of Manas performers.)

Such studies could go further and potentially establish the effect upon the tradition of geographical boundaries both natural – comparing variants from the Pamirs (Dor, 1982) to versions from the territory of modern Kyrgyzstan – and political – seeing the degree of deviation and shared features when including variants from Xinjiang (Reichl, 2019; Jacquesson, 2020). These approaches allow us to see both the specifics and the span at the same time, a perspective with a clarity and thoroughness previously unobtainable. In doing this, it will become possible to tell the epic story of the epic of Manas, with greater detail in how it continued as well as changed as it went from an oral tradition transcribed by foreign scholars to a manuscript culture to a multi-volume work to the present state.

This paper has shown the value of computer-assisted analysis of Manas narratives. The statistical methods demonstrated above regarding the transcriptions of performances by Talantaal Bakchiev and Dooolot Suddykov provide an easier, and more substantiated, means to make comparisons between variants and performers. Such methods can be used to further investigate the impact of variables upon the in-performance text. Computer-assisted analysis can also be used to chart specific elements of the narratives in order to provide a larger perspective grounded on data. This is research that uses narrative texts to potentially reveal the social, linguistic, and cultural history of the Manas narratives to graph, map, and tell the ever-continuing epic of the epic.
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TÜRKÇE GENİŞ ÖZET

Makale, vezinli Manas anlatlarının bilgisayar destekli analizi üzerine olup iki bölümden oluşmaktadır. Çağdaş Manas icralarını arastıran pratik bir örneği sergileyen ilk bölüm, Kırgız şiirin bilgisayar destekli analizinin yapayabilirliğini göstermektedir. İkinci bölüm, bu alanda ne gibi potansiyel araştırmaların gerçekleştirilebileceğini bir listesini sunmaktadır.


Birinci bölüm, analizin nasıl daha kesin hale getirilebileceğini bir kanıtlandırma ile devam etmektedir. İcraın uzunlukudaki değişimin analiz sonucunu etkileme ihtimalinin farklı olduğu, bu çalışma, TTR (type-token ratio) analizinin (metni sabit uzunluklu parçalara ayırma, orijinal kelimelerin sayısını toplam kelimeler sayısunun analiz tipinin) bu olasılığına nasıl çözümlenebilirğini göstermektedir. Bu karşılaştırma, Sydykov'un Bakchiev'den daha yüksek bir kelime yoğunluğuna (yani, sabit uzunluklu fragment başına daha benzersiz kelimeler) sahip olduğu ortaya koydu. Bu veriler, bir metnin "kaynağını/yazarını" belirlemek için kullanılabilir; zira istatistiklerin gösterdiği gibi sadece anlatıların (vekeza anonim metinlerini) belirlemek için kullanlabildir; bu nedenle belirli bir icracıyı ve icrayi tanımlamak için kişisel önayları veya varsayılara dayanmak daha bilimsel bir değerlendirme zemin sağlar.

İkinci bölüm, analizin nasıl daha hayranlık toplayabileceği bir programlama ile devam etmektedir. İcraın uzunlukudaki değişimin analiz sonucunu etkileme ihtimalinin farklı olduğu, bu çalışma, TTR (type-token ratio) analizinin (metni sabit uzunluklu parçalara ayırma, orijinal kelimelerin sayısını toplam kelimeler sayısunun analiz tipinin) bu olasılığına nasıl çözümlenebilirğini göstermektedir. Bu karşılaştırma, Sydykov'un Bakchiev'den daha yüksek bir kelime yoğunluğuna (yani, sabit uzunluklu fragment başına daha benzersiz kelimeler) sahip olduğu ortaya koydu. Bu veriler, bir metnin "kaynağını/yazarını" belirlemek için kullanlabildir; zira istatistiklerin gösterdiği gibi sadece anlatıların (vekeza anonim metinlerini) belirlemek için kullanlabildir; bu nedenle belirli bir icracıyı ve icrayi tanımlamak için kişisel önayları veya varsayılara dayanmak daha bilimsel bir değerlendirme zemin sağlar.